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Finally, mindfulness in the service of resilience and trauma healing That is an imperative read for anyone
serious about teaching or using mindfulness within an intensive and healing way. There are so many of us
who possess waited for this contribution to understanding how mindfulness practice interacts in lots of
complex ways with trauma. David Treleaven's reserve is a cautionary tale about the use of mindfulness only
as a method and not really embedded in a way of relating to a person in their complete story and their
particularity. While what I learned for the reason that teaching about the physiology of trauma (brain
anatomy) was helpful, the practice itself (mindful yoga + focusing on the breath) was nothing not the same
as how I currently taught, i. Many thanks David Treleaven! Immobility too often can be misinterpreted as
stillness. Treleaven teaches us how they are not the same, actually they are opposites. A must read for
mindfulness teachers and others dealing with trauma survivors As a mindfulness based system teacher,
Personally i think Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness is a must-read for anybody who teaches mindfulness, and
would suggest that those that train other meditation and yoga classes also browse this book - if they
knowingly or not really work with trauma survivors! - David King Keller, PhDAnother fitting subtitle for this
book will be, “How To Successfully Comprehend and Healthfully Address Trauma. What exactly are its causes
and symptoms?My PhD dissertation was on mindfulness and included years of analysis on the topic. Basically,
I’d like to have heard more about meditation and its effect on trauma that isn’t necessarily tied to one or

many extremely specific, clear-cut events. All these queries are answered theoretically, case studies, and
useful guidance.Highly recommended!This is a lovely book with the beautiful intention of gently correcting
one-sided views, informing, and, above all, leading the teacher and practitioner alike toward resilience and
healing. Anyone who reads this will find out a lot, feel seen, and say, "finally, the fuller picture of a full
lifestyle. He flawlessly interweaves case research, neuroscience, and background to greatly help understand
and synthesize the topic matter. What perform we do with it, our very own or others', once we recognize
and understand it? Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness is usually a monumental educational and intellectual
accomplishment in neuro-scientific mindfulness and trauma. Anyone in the healing arts or thinking about
individually addressing trauma in his / her life would be well served by the depth and breadth where the
topics of trauma and mindfulness are protected. There are over 20 pages of references and endnotes in
this reserve. What is "dissociation"? Although I didn't in the beginning label many experiences I had in
meditation as traumatic, scanning this function helped me identify plenty of moments where I overrode my
gut instinct and "pushed through the pain. Very insightful and readable. I’m left with a whole lot of
assumptions about how the concepts apply to less obvious symptoms, including disassociation and trauma
that's formed over a long period of time through repeated occasions. How do mindfulness practice be
adjusted to heal rather than trigger dissociation?" This was certainly not the compassionate "middle path",
and perhaps my approach was counterproductive, frequently implicated in years of stuckness or struggling.
On almost every page I am yelling YES!We taught "trauma sensitive yoga" at a domestic violence shelter to
Hispanic women a long time before trauma sensitive yoga became a "thing." I am teaching for 17 years and
for 10 years studied in India in the Krishnamacharya Yoga exercise tradition. I did so the TSY training at
the Trauma Institute in 2011 and I questioned whether instructing trauma survivors to sit in mindfulness
was in fact a good thing for ALL trauma survivors. Thankful for this book! It offers both deep and lucid
explication of trauma and mindfulness and useful guidance on how exactly to incorporate the two--where
they are complementary and where modifications need to be produced for them to fit together effectively.
We by no means want to increase their trauma, and veggie reading this, I found our that meditation can in
some cases, activate that trauma., that yoga isn't one size matches all and from a Buddhist perspective,

which is normally what this writer speaks to (the author speaks to the Buddhist foundations of
mindfulness. Contemplate it required reading for anyone engaged in meditation or teaching it. I'd absolutely
recommend this reserve as a starting point in trauma sensitive awareness for therapists and yoga
exercises teachers.In addition, Treleaven's function gathers in one place the theory and practices of



dealing with trauma and mindfulness--and working with trauma mindfully. Highlights relationship between
trauma and oppression This is one of my all-time favorite books. I also found the suggests made on how to
modify mindfulness practices and what to look for in a participant that might be experiencing re-
traumatization in a class very helpful (and relatively right forwards).This book may also be quite beneficial
for whoever has suffered trauma or witnessed trauma, that is working taking part in mindfulness,
meditation &/or yoga classes so that they might be able to know how to modify or remove themselves
from a class or teacher. This is just one single moment of traumatic response that Trauma-Sensitive
Mindfulness lays out for the reader.!) Also, the training I did and subsequent books I've read on this
subject hardly ever addressed the social construct of trauma such as racism, sexism, etc. I know it's
experienced a positive effect on my practice- both personal and professional- and I am hoping to share the
term with others. However, like any tool, it needs to be used with mindfulness, specially for folks with a
brief history of trauma. David’s book has an essential perspective missing generally in most meditation
education; Very practical for a classroom. Powerful Book, Great read! I read this amazing book in 2 times!
David’s enthusiasm and dedication for secure trauma curing and respect for trauma survivors specific
needs seemed evident throughout all of the chapters. His deep meditation knowledge, knowledge of
psychology, and caring for the world come together in a very readable and practical information for anyone

working teaching or practicing mindfulness, and anyone dealing with trauma, in themselves or others. As a
yoga exercise instructor i am aware of how exactly to create safe areas and being trauma sensitive this
publication gives me even more insight. This is a robust book, and I hope it really is part of a robust
movement to bring issues into the light. What was that weird encounter I had sitting on the cushion, or
weeks after?”Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness: Practices for Safe and Transformative HealingTrauma-Delicate
Mindfulness: Practices for Secure and Transformative HealingDavid King Keller, PhD Not enough focus on
Complex PTSD and emotional flashbacks. a reserve that finally speaks to the social constructs of trauma A
much needed book that finally speaks to the social constructs of trauma such as racism, sexism, etc.
Invaluable resource whenever using populations dealing with trauma. Well rounded information about trauma
individually and social For those of us working with clue us in trauma, this book has plenty of tools to take
into account as we create those safe and sound spaces. David needs us to look at our clients deeply along
with explore our own selves. I've often wondered for myself and for others I've recommended meditation
to -- Can be meditation safe? Many thanks for this well rounded and we!l written reserve for those folks
on that road to supporting heal trauma. However, I hardly ever said anything in course because I did so
not want to sound like a know-it-all since I really do not have any clinical psych schooling, I'm just a yoga
instructor. Worse, there is noone I possibly could really chat to in order to understand what was going on
- noone who got bridged trauma and mindfulness. Very useful! Great details for practitioners. I’m
specifically thankful for the presence of social justice themes throughout the book. Eyeopening! Strongly
suggested. the distressing gap in serving people with trauma histories. I work with alternative students
who have experienced high levels of trauma. A pal recommended this publication because I focus on
mindfulness and yoga exercise in the classroom with learners.e. Very practical ideas for assisting people
navigate their trauma through meditation. The largest picture, as well, of how social conditions can
contribute to trauma was eyeopening! David Treleaven has written a powerful read for anyone thinking
about Mindfulness and/or Trauma. Consider it required reading for anybody involved in meditation or
teaching it. Applauding David from afar, in the Rocky Mountains! I wish that I got this informative book in
my “toolbox” prior to learning mindfulness procedures and attending meditation retreats. David’s book is a

valuable source for mindfulness teachers, therapists, survivors and anyone who would like to learn practical
suggestions for a healthy and resilient meditation practice. Finally a thoughtful help to trauma and
meditation Treleaven writes in a balanced, compassionate, embodied way in regards to a topic that I have
wanted to browse for a long time, as a long-period meditator. Way too many of us have seen, in other



college students' practice and our own, the best intentions by teachers excluding the reality of the nervous
program on the cushion.! His book bridges that gap thoroughly, and will be offering great interventions that
allow us to access the gift of meditation with full support. 6 stars! A whole lot of good info, but not
enough that is specific to those that suffer from psychological flashbacks and C-PTSD only. I highly
recommend. The book is easy to follow, consists of very useful research and experience backed info and
uses patient/client vignettes to emphasize many important points. I purchased this book after listening to
the author provide a riveting talk at a conference. I purchased the reserve to help instruct my very own
personal practice, and to help me become aware/sensitive of how I would use mindfulness in my classroom.
The design of the reserve is brilliant." Must-read Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness, is definitely a must-read for
anybody who has suffered trauma, witnessed trauma, knows someone who has skilled trauma, & most
especially those who work with traumatized individuals. I have read books of this variety before; what
makes this book stand up above all others is the readability of the book, and the concept of how trauma
could be (and is) caused by systems of oppression. I've filled this book with notes all through the entire
margins. When and how should we honor the unavoidable resistances our anatomies and minds bring forth in
meditation? Meditation is a foundational practice that lots of therapists recommend to clients, due to it's
immense beneficial results.
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